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General Outline: 

 

This course takes a broad look at Canadian history, from 1950 to the present. While the breadth of 

the class means that we won’t be able to spend too much time on any single topic, issue, or event, 

we will endeavour to cover the major events through the lenses of many types of history, including 

social, economic, political, intellectual, and cultural. 

 

Grade Distributions: 

   

The assignments in this class are designed to ensure that you have the utmost opportunity to 

succeed, that you can enhance skills like analysis, comprehension, argumentation, and research, 

and that you have a decent level of self-direction in some of the course’s major projects. 

 

 Short Essay: 10% 

 Medium Essay: 20% 

 Long Essay: 30% 

 Final Exam (take home exam): 40% 

 

Assignments which are late will be subjected to a 3% per day penalty, including weekends 

and holidays. After 10 days, the project will be assessed an automatic zero. The Final Exam, 

which is a take-home, will not observe a late penalty, and must be submitted on the due date 

to avoid a zero grade.  

 

Assignment Descriptions 

 

Short Essay (3 pages) DUE Thursday, 26 January 

 

Canadian Prime Ministers: their influence, and their influences 

 

Canada’s Prime Ministers certainly have a lot written about them, and it’s no wonder why: they 

are individuals who have made massive impacts in how Canadian society works, how Canadians 

envision themselves and one another, and how Canada is seen on the world stage. But what some 

people don’t see is how Prime Ministers are as affected by the world around them as anyone else 

is; they shape the world, but they are also shaped by it.  

 

Your assignment is as follows: 
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1. Pick any Prime Minister who has served from 1950 onward. 

2. Using any knowledge from this course, along with two academic sources and one 

primary source relating to the event, do the following within your essay: 

3. Make it clear which PM you chose and why 

4. Emphasize one or two key actions, ideas, or events that showcase your choice’s historical 

significance. Use of your academic and primary research is especially important here. 

5. But in doing the above point, provide research and analysis which shows how those actions 

and ideas were influenced by the world around the given PM. These might be influences 

from around the direct time of the decisions, or it might be something from that leader’s 

formative years.  

The assignment is worth 10% of your course grade, and will be graded on the following criteria, 

in no particular order: 

1. Clear and concise writing: Are you within the paper’s word limit? Are you avoiding 

repetition in your arguments or redundancies in your writing? Can the person grading your 

assignment understand the points you’re making intuitively? 

2. Fulfilling all of the assignment requirements clearly and effectively.  

3. Effective argumentation: are you able to make strong points? Do you make a good case for 

the woman you picked, etc...? 

4. The quality, relevance, and application of your sources: do you have the minimum requisite 

sources? Are the sources actually academic (i.e.: from a peer-reviewed journal, academic 

press, or otherwise cleared by the professor)? Sources from class may be used, but do 

not count towards the minimum amount required. There are exceptions here, if the 

class source is being used beyond the scope we used it in class. The most likely example 

is taking a chapter from a book assigned that was not read in class. 

 

Medium Essay (4-6 pages) DUE Friday 17 February 

 

Bringing the historical and contemporary together 

 

Your objective in this assignment is to pick a topic that addresses an issue in both historical and 

contemporary terms, and approach it by using academic and primary sources from both periods to 

make novel arguments and insights. This assignment may seem a bit unorthodox for a history 

course, but it provides a great opportunity for a different frame of thought.  

 

You are to take two primary sources, and two academic sources, and do the following: 

1. Explain your topic and its significance, along with providing a thesis statement. The 

historical event covered must have occurred in the 1950-2016 timeframe, with the your 

more modern sources coming from within the past 10 or so years. 

2. Briefly describe and contextualize the sources you picked 

3. Emphasize how your particular topic, sources, and thesis statement contribute to 

understanding an issue from the past, as well as today. 

4. Describe how your research has illuminated similarities, patterns, differences, and 

complexities in understanding issues over time. 

 

In general, your goal here is to use your sources to situate your own ideas into a historical question 

or debate. Some example topics might be: 



 You might examine political speeches and any interviews with Korean War veterans, and 

compare those to speeches by politicians and interviews with veterans of Canada’s 

missions in Afghanistan. Are the themes similar? How are issues of soldiers dealing with 

trauma addressed? How is war and its effects conveyed to Canadians by media and political 

leaders? 

 You could look at historical instances of indigenous struggles and protests, and compare 

them to modern events. You might link the recent Truth and Reconciliation report to 

highlight the experiences in Residential Schools or in the memories of survivors. You 

might also look at recent Idle no More protests, and how those are connected to previous 

instances of protesting by indigenous people in the 1960s and 1970s.  

 You might look at major strikes and labour reforms and how they play out today. Are some 

of the issues workers face today contextualized by past battles, be they victories or defeats? 

Is there insight around matters like intergenerational inequality, precarity, and automation? 

 As a final example, you might look to modern feminist projects, and how those compare 

to earlier intellectual formations, like those in the early postwar era. Are the goals still 

similar, even if the demographics, and in some cases rhetoric, of feminist movements have 

changed? 

 

This assignment is worth 20% of your course grade, and will be evaluated in much the same way 

the previous assignment was: by ensuring you have clear and concise writing, that your paper is 

organized well, that you are able to justify why you made the choices you did, and that you make 

convincing arguments throughout. As with the last paper, you may use course sources in the 

paper, but they do not count towards the minimum source requirements. The same exception 

to using sources beyond their original scope applies. 

 

Long Essay (6-8 pages) DUE Friday 24 March 

 

Research Essay: 

 

This project builds in part on the previous two papers. Your goal here is to use a mix of primary 

and secondary sources to answer an important question in post 1950 Canadian history. You may 

choose one of the weekly historical questions I’ve highlighted, you may modify such a question, 

or you may think up one of your own, but I would recommend you run it by me quickly prior to 

doing so.  More specific requirements are as follows: 

1. You must select at least three primary sources 

2. You must select at least three academic secondary sources, not including those already 

utilized via the syllabus.  

3. You must effectively argue your point on a historical question using these sources  

4. You must be able to tell me how your position fits in with the historiographic debate. In 

other words, how does your view compare to the 3 sources you are analyzing alongside 

your primary documents. As with all the other papers, sources cannot count towards 

your total if they are used as they were in class. 

 

This assignment will be worth 30% of your course grade, and will be assessed on the following: 

1. Clear and concise writing 



2. Ingenuity, effort, and creativity in finding your sources. In other words, is it clear that in 

selecting your sources, you tried hard to find interesting documents which, while varied in 

their styles and origins, all speak to the broader historical question? It would be best, for 

example, to not have all primary sources be individual articles from the same newspaper 

or magazine. A mix of sources in terms of origin, style of medium, political bias, etc…is 

highly encouraged. I will be flexible, however, because some projects, due to their 

specific nature, have a narrower source base and might require reliance on a given 

person, publication, or document style. If you feel you will have issues in this regard, 

speak to me in advance of the project.   

3. The general quality of your argument in terms of asserting it based on your primary and 

secondary source evidence. 

4. The specific demonstration that you understand the historical debate coming from your 

three articles, and how your views can something new to the mix. 

 

Final Take-Home Exam: DUE Friday 20 April 

 

I will give you more details about this assignment as the end-of-term approaches, but in general, 

you can expect the following from the take home.  

 It will be worth 40% of the course grade 

 It will contain a combination of ‘define and give significance’ questions, short essay 

questions, and likely one large essay question. 

 I will send out an electronic copy on the last day of classes in the term. 

 There will be no Late Penalty observed for this exam: It must be in on the DUE date 

or it will be assessed a zero, much like how one cannot miss a sit-down exam without 

valid reason. 

 

Some helpful tips for finding primary sources: 

 

Many things can be classified as primary sources. You may consider the following: 

 Newspaper/magazine articles from the period in question.  

 Government documents (this may include House of Commons/Senate HANSARD, reports 

on policies, Royal Commissions, press releases, or laws/constitutional documents) 

 Institutional documents (Many institutions like unions, businesses, and political parties 

keep files. These include meeting minutes, convention proceedings, policy statements, 

pamphlets, and more) 

 Audio-visual files (the library and many websites have audio and visual files that recount 

historical events; this includes recordings from the events themselves, but also news 

reports, and recollections from those involved) 

 Pictures  

 Autobiographies 

 Posters 

 Manifestos 

 Pamphlets 

 Advertisements 

 Correspondence 



 Diaries and journals 

 Other artefacts (architecture, heirlooms, tools, household, and everyday items) 

 If you find anything that you think doesn’t fit this list, speak to me; it may be more 

applicable than you think!  

 

While finding primary sources can be difficult at times, below are just a few examples: 

 Much like books and journals, you can find primary documents if you search the library’s 

QCAT or Summon systems. While the library website has tutorials to help in this regard, I 

am free to help if you need it.  

 Newspapers are available digitally and on microforms. Stauffer Library has an impressive 

collection in the basement. In addition to major daily newspapers, there are also papers of 

political parties and unions. Start here (http://library.queensu.ca/research/guide/news-

resources) for more info. Speak to me about specific collections like those dealing with 

labour; they can be hard to find, and aren’t always catalogued online! 

 Many historians have edited collections of primary sources which can be used. See for 
example:  Thomas Thorner, ed., “A Country Nourished on Self-Doubt”: Documents in 

Post-Confederation Canadian History (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 2003); Michael 

Bliss, ed., Canadian History in Documents, 1763-1966 (Toronto: Ryerson, 1966); Dave de 

Brou and Bill Waiser, eds., Documenting Canada: A History of Modern Canada in 

Documents (Saskatoon: Fifth House, 1992); Jeffery Keshen and Suzanne Morton, eds., 

Material Memory: Documents in Post-Confederation History (Don Mills: Addison-

Wesley, 1998). 

 In the basement of Stauffer Library are government collections. They are organized by 

provincial/federal government. (http://library.queensu.ca/webdoc/) is a good place to start. 

Links to staff contact is also available there; they are an invaluable resource.  

 http://parl.canadiana.ca/ can be used to find detailed records of Parliamentary Speeches 

from 1867 to present. 

 The Dictionary of Canadian Biography is an excellent source of accessible articles on 

major figures that are produced by top scholars in the Canadian historical profession: 

http://www.biographi.ca/en/index.php.  

 The Queen’s University Archives has a multitude of sources that can be used. Some 

collections require access permission from the donators, but many files are open. The 

archivists will also help you every step of the way, although be sure to start the process 

early, because it can take time to access files and find what you need. Start your search 

at (http://db.archives.queensu.ca/dbtw-wpd/fondsdb/query-fonds.html) 

 Audio-visual files can be found across the internet, but two excellent examples are the 

digital archives of the CBC and Radio-Canada (the latter contains mostly French items) 

the links are  http://www.cbc.ca/archives/ and http://archives.radio-canada.ca/ 

 Artefacts may be something that you have in your or your family’s possession. You may 

also find things at museums, and could take a picture of it. You may even find an applicable 

historical plaque, statue or monument while walking down the street!  

 

Statement on Academic Integrity 

 

 Academic integrity is constituted by the five core fundamental values of honesty, trust, 

fairness, respect and responsibility (see www.academicintegrity.org).  These values are central to 
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the building, nurturing and sustaining of an academic community in which all members of the 

community will thrive.  Adherence to the values expressed through academic integrity forms a 

foundation for the “freedom of inquiry and exchange of ideas” essential to the intellectual life of 

the university (see the Senate Report on Principles and Priorities). 

 

 Students are responsible for familiarizing themselves with the regulations concerning 

academic integrity and for ensuring that their assignments conform to the principles of academic 

integrity.  Information on academic integrity is available in the Arts and Science Calendar (see 

Academic Regulation 1), on the Arts and Science website (see 

http://www.queensu.ca/artsci/academics/undergraduate/academic-integrity/students/faqs) 

 and from the instructor of the course.  

 

 Departures from academic integrity include plagiarism, use of unauthorized materials, 

facilitation, forgery and falsification, and are antithetical to the development of an academic 

community at Queen’s.  Given the seriousness of these matters, actions which contravene the 

regulation on academic integrity carry sanctions that can range from a warning or the loss of 

grades on an assignment to the failure of a course to a requirement to withdraw from the 

university. 

 

Footnotes or Endnotes 

 

 Students are asked to use the Chicago Manual of Style in the preparation of footnotes or 

endnotes.  That is, notes are to be placed at the bottom of the page or at the end of the essay, not 

in the text.  In footnotes or endnotes, the author’s name appears in its natural order.  In the 

bibliography, the last names of the authors come first, and the names are listed in alphabetical 

order.  The first line of the entry is on the margin, with the second and third lines indented five 

spaces.  The entries themselves should be single-spaced, with a space between entries.  Entries in 

a bibliography are not numbered.  Use Arabic, not Roman, numerals for footnote or endnote 

numbers.  If you are using Microsoft Word, and the menu is set up for Roman numerals, you can 

quickly change it by going to Insert>Footnote>Options>Number Format.   

 

Sample Footnotes: 

 

Daniel Francis, National Dreams: Myth, Memory, and Canadian History (Vancouver: Arsenal 

Pulp Press, 1997), 25. 

 

Francis, National Dreams, 31. 

 

 The first reference to a work must be full – that is author, title, place of publication, 

publisher, and year of publication.  The second and succeeding footnotes do not require the full 

citation, as in the second example given here.  If you are citing a single work by an author, you 

have the option of omitting the title.  However, if you are citing more than one work by an 

author, you must give the title as well as the author’s last name, so the reader knows which work 

you are referring to.   

 

http://www.queensu.ca/artsci/academics/undergraduate/academic-integrity/students/faqs


Readings and Weekly Outline (the links as provided should work: if not, let me know, and 

try pasting them in the address bar) 

 

Week One: Introduction and Quebec’s Quiet Revolution 

 

January 9: Introduction to the Course: No readings, just come to class 

January 12: The Meaning and Myth of Quebec’s Quiet Revolution: 

 Michael D. Behiels, Prelude the Quebec’s Quiet Revolution: Liberalism Versus Neo-

Nationalism, 1945-1960 (Montreal-Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1985), 

Chapter 1 

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/reader.action?docID=10132254&ppg=10 

 Jocelyn Létourneau and Jean-anne Moors, “The Unthinkable History of Quebec,” The Oral 

History Review 17 (Spring 1989), 89-115. 

http://www.jstor.org.proxy.queensu.ca/stable/3675241?pq-

origsite=summon&seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents 

 Christo Aivalis, “In the Name of Liberalism: Pierre Trudeau, Organized Labour, and the 
Canadian Social Democratic Left, 1949–1959,” Canadian Historical Review 94 (June 

2013): 263-88. 

http://muse.jhu.edu.proxy.queensu.ca/journals/canadian_historical_review/v094/94.2.aivalis.html 

 

Week Two: Canada’s Cold War 

 

January 16: Attacking Ideological Dissidents 

 Doug Smith, Cold Warrior: C.S. Jackson and the United Electrical Workers (St. John’s: 

Canadian Committee on Labour History, 1997), Chapter 11.  

http://www.aupress.ca/books/cclh09/ebook/99Z_Smith_1997-Cold_Warrior.pdf 

 Gary Marcuse and Reginald Whitaker, Cold War Canada: The Making of a National 

Insecurity State, 1945-1957 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), Chapter 11. 

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/detail.action?docID=10226277 

 

January 19: A Not-so-Cold War on Queers 

 Gary Kinsman, “Constructing Gay Men and Lesbians as National Security Risks, 1950-
70,” in Gary Kinsman, Dieter K. Buse, and Mercedes Steedman eds., Whose National 

Security?: Canadian State Surveillance and the Creation of Enemies (Toronto: Between 

the Lines, 2000), Chapter 10. 

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/detail.action?docID=10134687 

  Daniel J. Robinson and David Kimmel, “The Queer Career of Homosexual Security 
Vetting in Cold War Canada,” Canadian Historical Review 75 (September 1994): 319-45 

http://journals2.scholarsportal.info.proxy.queensu.ca/details/00083755/v75i0003/319_tqcohsvic

wc.xml 

  

Week Three: The Baby Boom Generation: Canada and Canadians ‘Growing up’ 

 

January 23: Social Cohorts and Social Change 

 Douglas Owram, Born at the Right Time: A History of the Baby-Boom Generation 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), Chapter 5.   

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/reader.action?docID=10132254&ppg=10
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 Ian Milligan, “Rebel Youth: Young Workers, New Leftists, and Labour in English Canada, 

1964-1973” (Ph.D. dissertation, York University, Department of History, 2011), Chapter 

1 up to page 69. 

http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/obj/thesescanada/vol2/003/NR92765.pdf 

 

January 26: Debating Cultural Change: the Case of the Canadian Flag 

 Alistair Fraser, “A Canadian Flag for Canadians,”  

http://fraser.cc/FlagsCan/Nation/CanFlag.html 

From “the Contenders” section, jump to “THE GREAT FLAG DEBATE OPENS (1960-1964)” 

 C.P. Champion, “A Very British Coup: Canadianism, Quebec, and Ethnicity in the Flag 
Debate, 1964-5,” Journal of Canadian Studies 40 (Fall 2006): 68-99. 

http://search.proquest.com.proxy.queensu.ca/docview/203560108/F39875D6EDEE4FBFPQ/5?a

ccountid=6180 

 

Week Four: Sport and Canadian Identity 

 

January 30: The Good Ol’ Hockey Game 

 Donna Greenhorn, “Hockey Diplomacy and Canadian Foreign Policy,” Journal of 

Canadian Studies 28 (Summer 1993): 96-112. 

http://search.proquest.com.proxy.queensu.ca/docview/203507041/fulltext/16F228E472A441DD

PQ/3?accountid=6180 

 Neil Earle, “Hockey As Canadian Popular Culture: Team Canada 1972, Television and the 
Canadian Identity,” Journal of Canadian Studies 30 (Summer 1995): 107-23. 

http://literature.proquest.com.proxy.queensu.ca/searchFulltext.do?id=R04235647&divLevel=0&

queryId=2938102728866&trailId=1556FCA1A44&area=criticism&forward=critref_ft 

February 2: No readings; come to class with questions about finding sources for papers, especially 

your long essay. Also come with some ideas for papers, we can talk about them as a group if you’re 

comfortable.  

 

Week Five:  Indigenous Protest and State Relationships 

 

February 6:  The White Paper 

 Statement of the Government of Canada on Indian Policy, 1969 (known as the White 
Paper) 

http://epe.lac-bac.gc.ca/100/200/301/inac-ainc/indian_policy-e/cp1969_e.pdf 

 Harold Cardinal, The Unjust Society (Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre, 1969) Excerpt 

from sent PDF. 

 For additional context and a potential primary source, see Citizens Plus/The Red Paper 

(1970) 

https://ejournals.library.ualberta.ca/index.php/aps/article/view/11690/8926 

 

February 9: The Red Power Movement: Part of a Global Movement? 

 Scott Rutherford, “Canada’s Other Red Scare: Rights, Decolonialization, and Indigenous 

Politics in the Global Sixties,” (Ph.D Thesis, Queen’s University, 2011), Chapters 2 and 3.  

www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/obj/thesescanada/vol2/.../TC-OKQ-6534.pdf 
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Week Six:  English Canadian nationalism 

 

February 13: Economic 

 Stephen Azzi, Walter Gordon and the Rise of Canadian Nationalism (Montreal and 

Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1999), Chapter 2.  

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/detail.action?docID=10132309 

 The Waffle Manifesto: For an Independent Socialist Canada (1969) 

http://www.socialisthistory.ca/Docs/Waffle/WaffleManifesto.htm 

 Reg Whitaker, “Introduction,” Studies in Political Economy 32 (1990): 167-71 

http://spe.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/spe/article/view/13635/10514 

 

February 16: Cultural 

 Sylvia Bashevkin, True Patriot Love: The Politics of Canadian Nationalism (Toronto: 

Oxford University Press, 1991), 61-76. 

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/detail.action?docID=10334856&token=5d3b0

c49-66bd-492b-9c89-b2465b779c2f 

 Ryan Edwardson, Canadian Content: Culture and the Quest for Nationhood (Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 2008), Chapter 6 

 

Week Seven: French Canadian nationalism 

  

February 20: Class cancelled for Family Day  

February 23: Class cancelled for Family Day 

 

February 27: ‘Maîtres chez nous:’ Political and economic nationalism in Quebec 

 Quebec-Canada: A New Deal: The Quebec Government Proposal for a New Partnership 

Between Equals: Sovereignty-Association, 1 November 1979, Chapters 2 and 4.  

http://english.republiquelibre.org/Qu%C3%A9bec-

Canada:_A_New_Deal._The_Qu%C3%A9bec_Government_Proposal_for_a_New_Partnership_

Between_Equals:_Sovereignty-Association 

 John Dickinson and Brian Young, A Short History of Quebec (Montreal-Kingston: McGill-

Queen’s University Press, 2003), Chapter 9, up to page 329. 

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/reader.action?docID=10119959 

 

March 2:  Race, Language and Belonging in Post-Quiet Revolution Quebec 

 Sean Mills, “Quebec, Haiti, and the Deportation Crisis of 1974,” Canadian Historical 

Review 94 (September 2013): 405-35. 

http://muse.jhu.edu.proxy.queensu.ca/journals/canadian_historical_review/v094/94.3.mills.html 

 Darryl Leroux, “Entrenching Euro-Settlerism: Multiculturalism and the Politics of 
Nationalism in Quebec,” Canadian Ethnic Studies 46 (2014): 133-140. 

http://search.proquest.com.proxy.queensu.ca/docview/1538575919?pq-origsite=summon 

 David Austin, “Narratives of Power, Historical Mythologies in Contemporary Quebec and 
Canada,” Race & Class 52 (July 2010): 19-32. 

http://journals2.scholarsportal.info.proxy.queensu.ca/details/03063968/v52i0001/19_nophmicqac

.xml 
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Week Eight: The meaning and representativeness of postwar Canadian feminism 

 

March 6: Work, Class, and Feminism 

 Joan Sangster, Earning respect: the lives of working women in "small-town" Ontario, 1920-

1960 (Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1995) Chapter 8  

http://books1.scholarsportal.info.proxy.queensu.ca/viewdoc.html?id=/ebooks/ebooks2/utpress/20

13-03-08/1/9781442664852 

 Veronica Strong-Boag, “‘Their Side of the Story’: Women’s Voices from Ontario Suburbs, 
1945-1960,” in A Diversity of Women: Women in Ontario Since 1945, Joy Parr, ed., 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995), 46-74  

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/detail.action?docID=10219055 

 

March 9: Is Feminism for all Women? Race and the Pursuit of Gender Equality 

 Jo-Anne Fiske, “By, For, or About?: Shifting Directions in the Representations of 
Aboriginal Women,” Atlantis 25 (Fall/Winter 2000): 11-27 

http://journals.msvu.ca/index.php/atlantis/article/view/1542/1331 

 Afua Cooper, “Constructing Black Women’s Historical Knowledge,” Atlantis 25 

(Fall/Winter 2000): 39-50. 

http://journals.msvu.ca/index.php/atlantis/article/view/1544/1333 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ain't_I_a_Woman%3F 

 

Week Nine: Two Key 1980s Battles: the Charter and Free Trade 

 

March 13: the Promises and Limitations of the Charter 

 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 1982 

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/Const/page-15.html 

 Judy Fudge and Harry Glasbeek, “The Politics of Rights: a Politics with Little Class,” 
Social and Legal Studies (March 1992) 45-70.  

http://journals1.scholarsportal.info.proxy.queensu.ca/details-

sfx.xqy?uri=/09646639/v01i0001/45_tporapwlc.xml 

 Miriam Smith, Lesbian and Gay Rights in Canada: Social Movements and Equality-

Seeking, 1971-1995 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995), Chapter 4 

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/reader.action?docID=10219314 

 

March 16: Ideological debates around Free Trade  

 Ricardo Grinspun and Robert Kreklewich, “Consolidating Neoliberal Reforms: ‘Free 
Trade’ as a Conditioning Framework,” Studies in Political Economy 43 (Spring 1994): 33-

61. 

http://spe.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/spe/article/view/11253/8144 

 Marc T. Law and Fazil Mihlar, “Debunking the Myths: A Review of the Canada-US Free 
Trade Agreement and the North America Free Trade Agreement,” Fraser Institute (1998) 

http://www.fraserinstitute.org/research-news/research/publications/Debunking-the-Myths--A-

Review-of-the-Canada-US-Free-Trade-Agreement-and-the-North-America-Free-Trade-

Agreement/ 

 

Week Ten: The Liberal Party’s Capitalist Counter Offensive 

http://books1.scholarsportal.info.proxy.queensu.ca/viewdoc.html?id=/ebooks/ebooks2/utpress/2013-03-08/1/9781442664852
http://books1.scholarsportal.info.proxy.queensu.ca/viewdoc.html?id=/ebooks/ebooks2/utpress/2013-03-08/1/9781442664852
http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/detail.action?docID=10219055
http://journals.msvu.ca/index.php/atlantis/article/view/1542/1331
http://journals.msvu.ca/index.php/atlantis/article/view/1544/1333
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ain't_I_a_Woman%3F
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/Const/page-15.html
http://journals1.scholarsportal.info.proxy.queensu.ca/details-sfx.xqy?uri=/09646639/v01i0001/45_tporapwlc.xml
http://journals1.scholarsportal.info.proxy.queensu.ca/details-sfx.xqy?uri=/09646639/v01i0001/45_tporapwlc.xml
http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/reader.action?docID=10219314
http://spe.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/spe/article/view/11253/8144
http://www.fraserinstitute.org/research-news/research/publications/Debunking-the-Myths--A-Review-of-the-Canada-US-Free-Trade-Agreement-and-the-North-America-Free-Trade-Agreement/
http://www.fraserinstitute.org/research-news/research/publications/Debunking-the-Myths--A-Review-of-the-Canada-US-Free-Trade-Agreement-and-the-North-America-Free-Trade-Agreement/
http://www.fraserinstitute.org/research-news/research/publications/Debunking-the-Myths--A-Review-of-the-Canada-US-Free-Trade-Agreement-and-the-North-America-Free-Trade-Agreement/


  

March 20:  Pierre Trudeau and the ‘Revolt of Expectations’ 

 Christo Aivalis, “Pierre Trudeau, Organized Labour, and the Canadian Social Democratic 

Left, 1945-2000,” Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of History, Queen’s University, 2015, 

Chapter 8.  

 

March 23:  Chretien/Martin  

 Timothy Lewis, In the Long Run We’re all Dead: The Canadian Turn to Fiscal Restraint 

(Vancouver: UBC Press, 2003), Chapter 8 

 Paul Martin Jr. Budget Speech, 27 February 1995.  

http://www.lop.parl.gc.ca/ParlInfo/Documents/Budgets/English/1995-02-27.pdf 

 http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/martins-1995-budget/See for additional 

context 

 

Week Eleven: Rise of the New Right 

 

March 27:  Preston Manning and the ‘Common Sense Revolution’ 

  Steve Patten, “Preston Manning’s Populism: Constructing the Common Sense of the 
Common People,” Studies in Political Economy 50 (Summer 1996): 95-132 

http://spe.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/spe/article/view/6886/3867 

 For additional context, see Mike Harris and Preston Manning, Building Prosperity in a 

Canada Strong and Free (Vancouver: Fraser Institute, 2006), Chapters 2 and 3 

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/detail.action?docID=10152151 

 

March 30: The Re-emergence and Decline (?) of Social Conservatism 

 Clark Banack, God’s Province: Evangelical Christianity, Political Thought, and 

Conservatism in Alberta (Montreal-Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2013), 

Chapter 5, up to page 180. 

 James Farney, Social Conservatives and Party Politics in Canada and the United States 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2012) Chapter 7 

 

Week Twelve: Course Review and Exam Prep 

 

April 3: Exam Preparation and information for your take home final, DUE April 20) 

 

http://www.lop.parl.gc.ca/ParlInfo/Documents/Budgets/English/1995-02-27.pdf
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/martins-1995-budget/
http://spe.library.utoronto.ca/index.php/spe/article/view/6886/3867
http://site.ebrary.com.proxy.queensu.ca/lib/queen/detail.action?docID=10152151

